
Kiwi Product Card 

COMMON NAME: Kiwi 

LATIN NAME: Actinidia 

FAMILY: Actinidiaceae 

Actinidia Kolomikta is a climbing plant that produces delicious green kiwis. This 

variety needs male and female plants to produce fruit in the female plant only. 

This kiwi is well adapted for northern regions with zone 4 hardiness. Because it is a 

climbing plant, it is ideal for trellis, arbour and fence growing. Plants of the 

Kolomikta family start producing as early as two or three years old. Pollination 

only occurs within the Kolomikta family of plants, such as Pascha, Arctic Beauty, 

and September Sun. 

PLANT HEIGHT: Up to 6 metres. 

PLANT WIDTH: 3-4 metres, depending on variety. 

HARDINESS ZONE: Many cultivars are zoned 4, but some are 5a-7b, and can 

withstand zone 3 winters under snow.  

HARVEST: The fruits are ready for harvest in October. 

PRODUCTIVITY: Female plants yield 10-15 pounds of fruit each. Production starts 

1-3 years after planting. 

GROWING CONDITIONS: A sunny location with afternoon semi-shade and 

sheltered from wind is best. Needs a mixture of well-drained garden soil, sand, 

and humus.  

PLANTING: One male plant for every 5 female plants is necessary. Planting should 

take place in spring to allow the plant to grow before winter. Spacing should be 

6-8 feet. 

PRUNING: Pruning is important to control expansion and get better yields.  Simply 

cut the secondary branches at the third or fourth bud on the old stems.   
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HINTS AND TIPS: 

 Install trellis or other structures for the plant to climb. 

 Using a fertilizer upon planting is helpful for better growth. 

 In most cases, kiwi plants just need to be watered for the first couple of 

years after planting. 

 Put straw around the foot of the plant in the fall to protect it from the 

rigours of winter. 

KIWI TRANSFORMATION AND RECIPES: 

 


